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Background
This papers investigates hearer comprehension of the switch reference system found in the Oceanic
language Whitesands. The system presented here has been previously described as the “Echo Subject”
construction in some of the related languages of southern Vanuatu (????). I explore the system from the
perspective of experimental evidence and I aim to answer the following questions: How well do speakers




Austronesian > Malayo-Polynesian > Central-Eastern > Eastern Malayo-Polynesian > Oceanic >
Central-Eastern Oceanic > South Vanuatu > Tanna > Whitesands
Whitesands (ISO: TNP) is a language whose homeland is in the east of Tanna, Vanuatu. It has a
variety of indigenous names; Narak ‘Narak’ or naŋhatiien ‘talk’ being the two most used. However,
speakers use Whitesands as their exonym for both themselves and their language. Further, the language
is also named Whitesands in most linguistic research (???). It is spoken by roughly 7500 native speakers
who live in family oriented hamlets immediately north of the volcano Mt Yasur (Whitesands iehwei),
reaching until the bay of Weasisi where the dialect chain has changed enough so that it is no longer
intelligible to Whitesands speakers.
1 Whitesands Grammar
SVO; head marking; subjects and TAM are prefixing; non-subjects are optionally suffixed. Nominal
reference is not obligatory.
(1) Schema of Whitesands verbal prefixing (a) and suffixing (b)
a. mood/tense - subj.person - tense -
aspect/negation - subj.number - root
b. root - (movement.direction) - (goal.person) = (negation)
(2) Pragmatically unmarked word order
brata aha t-am-os menəŋ məne nəkava kati
brother that 3sg-pst-carry fowl and kava one
sub pred obj
That brother took a kava and a fowl. ISJHWS3_20100329JVC-02-all 00:11:31.151 - 00:11:33.201

























This man comes out here. ISJHWS3_20100329JVC-01-hi_full 648408-651278
1.1 Canonical Different Referent Clause Chains





















I touched a hot stone and it burnt me (lit. it bit my hand). fn2_49
Example (8) shows this pattern where nuweiin ‘some’ is the argument but it is different for both of the














Some go to Vila, some others go to Santo. jhws1-20080417-all01-005 28460 - 32218
Similarly, the t- ‘3sg’ argument in the two verbs in (9) and (10) are different real world participants













The little boy goes and (a different one) still hides.
1.2 Complex Clauses m-
The alternative to the cases outlined in §1.1 is when there is a continued referent that fills the subject
position. That is, when two consecutive finite clauses share a single real-world referent as the subject,
this is marked via the verbal prefixing. In Whitesands these constitute the echo referent clauses,









































Jerry, push her and go downwards! [Imperatives can use the same construction for

























Some of them go and didn’t return and some have been returning. [negation is marked



















I will follow them in their thinking and I will now have left that kastom that was mine.
[perfect is marked individually on each clause] jhws1-20080417-all01_047
1.2.1 Combination antecedent










They (dual) saw him and they (trial) sat down































And then they (trial) ate the food and they went along.ek-pear
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1.2.2 Discourse antecedent
The following examples show how chains can be formed with the echo referent prefix. The discourse
has an established referent and the echo referent refers back to this, sometimes skipping adjacent
finite predicates for alternative resolution.
(20) Excerpt: how to string a bow and arrow. The argument 1sg.excl is shared across the chain of
clauses — creating a same referent chain with all the dependent predicates using the initial verb
ie-k-ø-uven ‘1.excl-npst-sg-go’ for resolution. The speaker establishes a key referent and then his
continual use of them- ‘er’ on the predicates looks back to that original referent as the antecedent




























































and (I) put it on the bow and bind it. jhws2-20090301-ak01 36.565–52.512












3sgy.npst-goand I pulled it towards me and ity went. SM-fishing






































and carry it and hurry back to the village. jhws2-20090301-ak01_040-42
2 Comprehension Task
The goal of the experiment was to test hearers interpretation of the three different antecedent config-
urations — the canonical adjacent subject, the partial co-reference through combination and skipping
to a discourse topic. The method for investigating these questions was forced choice timed compre-
hension test. Participants were asked to listen to a series of stories and then were presented a question
immediately afterwards about the content of the story.
• 31 native Whitesands-speaking participants from Inamakel (16 Male)
• Aged between 20 and 40
• Varying levels of schooling from 1st class to college
• Paid, but no incentive to finish
The stimuli consisted of 48 items, with 24 filler items. There were 6 conditions in a 2 x 3 design. The
first condition pair was the grammatical construction — Echo Referent vs. Full Inflection. The second
condition pair was target (controller) type — canonical, topical and combinational.
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Abbreviations
1 ‘First person’, 2 ‘Second person’, 3 ‘Third person’, comp ‘Complementiser’, dat ‘Dative’, du
‘Dual’, er ‘Echo Referent’, excl ‘Exclusive’, incl ‘Inclusive’, m ‘Masculine’, n ‘Non/Negative’,
neg ‘Negative circumfix’, nmlz ‘Nominaliser circumfix’, nom ‘Agentive nominaliser’, obl
‘Oblique’, pl ‘Plural’, poss ‘General possession classifier’, perf ‘Perfect(ive)’, prog ‘Progres-
sive’, prox ‘Proximal’, pros ‘Prospective’, pst ‘Past’, rdp ‘Reduplication’, seq ‘Sequential’, sg
‘Singular’, subj ‘Subject’, tam ‘Tense Aspect Mood’, tri ‘Trial’, trns ‘Transitive’.
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